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Our approach to being a responsible business:
• Our purpose
• Our Total Commitments
• Some achievements that we’re proud of 

Our current priorities:
• Environmental 

– reducing carbon emissions
– reducing and managing waste

• Social
– diversity and inclusion
– the health, safety and wellbeing of our employees
– supporting and maintaining close relationships with our supply chain
– supporting local communities

Modern methods of construction

Actions over the next 12 months

We will cover
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Introduction
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Introduction current trading

Currently active and on site – high levels of productivity with strict focus on health 
and safety in line with industry guidelines

Continued positive momentum across the business, leading to upgrade of 
FY2020 PBT – now expected to be slightly ahead of £60m (previously £50m-£60m)

Very strong balance sheet, providing competitive advantage
• Upgrade to average daily net cash, now expected to be >£150m for the full year 

(FY2020: £99m)

Good levels of forward visibility with a secured order book of £7.9bn (+5% vs FY2019) 
• Construction secured order book £3.8bn (+5% vs FY2019)
• Regeneration secured order book £4.1bn (+4% vs FY2019)

Full repayment of furlough claims made under the CJRS furlough

Dividends reinstated with an interim dividend of 21p (H1 19: 21p) given positive 
trading performance, outlook and balance sheet strength
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Our approach

Our purpose:
Inspiring talent to achieve excellence 
in the built environment

Our strategy:
• Focus on core strengths of 

construction and regeneration
• Balanced business geared to 

demand for affordable housing, 
urban regeneration and 
infrastructure and construction 
investment

• Organic growth, while making our 
business better for all our 
stakeholders
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Our approach governance

HSE committee

Responsible business 
forum

HR forumHealth & safety forum Climate action group

The Board
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Our approach monitoring progress

Three 2025 
targets were 
exceeded in 2019.

We’re undertaking 
a stakeholder 
survey to help 
formulate our 
priorities for the 
next 3-4 years.
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Of our 6,700 employees, 34% have been with the Group for 6 years or more

Voluntary employee turnover 9%

One of the first construction businesses to achieve accredited science-based 
targets

Developed a social value bank that monetises our environmental and social 
activities

Improved payment terms for suppliers

Will complete 1,215 new build affordable homes and refurbish 2,417 homes
in 2020

Some of our achievements

4 star customer 
satisfaction rating

91%
Fit Out 2020 
Net Promoter Score 
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Environment

Committed to minimising our impact on the 
environment:

• Responsible construction methods
• Reducing carbon emissions
• Reducing waste
• Using sustainable materials
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Independently audited by Achilles CEMARS

A- CDP leadership score for the last 4 years
one of 3 UK construction companies to achieve A-

Accredited science-based targets
one of the first construction companies globally to gain accreditation

Significant reduction in Scope 1 and 2 emissions
i.e. direct emissions from bulk fuel, vehicle fleet, electricity

Actions taken:
• fewer diesel generators on sites
• solar powered site cabins
• reduced electricity use in offices
• hybrid/electric vehicles
• 97% electricity to renewable sources – 100% by end of 2020

Materials selection and modern methods of construction starting to 
help reduce Scope 1 and 2 emissions

TCFD reporting:  
finalising risks and opportunities register, financial scenario testing in 2021, 
reporting progress in 2020 annual report.

Carbon emissions

57%
reduction in carbon 
emissions 
since 2010

13%
reduction in 2019 
against 2016 
baseline

19%
of vehicle fleet are 
hybrid or electric 

Improving the 
environment
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Improving the 
environment

Carbon emissions less fuel, cleaner energy

Hydrogen fuel cell technology on Hackney project
• Being trialled by MS Construction

• Zero carbon fuel at point of delivery

• Produces water only

• No harmful NOx or PM2.5 when in operation

• Hydrogen cylinders delivered by road bike

Virtual energy cafes 
• Set up by Property Services

• Guidance for local residents on making their homes more 
energy efficient, paying energy bills, keeping homes free 
from condensation and mould

• Access to an Energy Redress Scheme for those affected by 
Covid – vouchers for topping up meters

Hybrid excavator on Yorkshire Water project
• Used by MS Infrastructure

• Reduces fuel consumption by 12.3%

• Increases productivity by 14.2%

• Saves £36k
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Our challenge is to reduce Scope 3 emissions 
i.e. from supply chain and end-users of buildings

To help our supply chain measure, report and reduce their 
emissions, we:
• launched a portal in 2020 for reporting emissions

• developed a tool to measure a project’s total carbon emissions –
rolling out over the next few months

• are working with supply chain to reduce emissions from plant and 
equipment, and reduce waste in delivery of materials

Group net zero target under consideration:
• what net zero will mean for each division

• whether to cover just Scope 1 and 2 emissions

• how much will be reduced

• whether to include offsetting, and if so, how

Carbon emissions reducing them further

Cleaner fuel for generators
• Lovell working with Aggreko to 

use HVO fuel in generators, 
derived from vegetable oil

• Also with Aggreko, downsizing or 
double streaming generators to 
reduce fuel use

• Signed up to Plant Charter –
minimum standards for plant 
and equipment

Working together 
with our supply chain

Improving the 
environment
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Group waste desk – central facility to help divisions manage waste 
more effectively, e.g. access to waste liaison officers and leading waste 
reporting systems

Working with suppliers to reduce packaging

Looking at increasing reuse and recycle of site waste
e.g. materials stripped out on fit out projects

Reviewing our target for diverting waste from landfill

Removing single-use plastics from offices and sites

Waste

Reducing plastic use
• MS Construction created visual 

standard for alternative to plastic 
sealant tubes

• Working with cement and mixer 
suppliers to pilot sacks that 
contain less plastic

• Working with supplier Protec to 
recycle plastic sheeting by 
reprocessing into new sheeting

86%
88%
90%
92%
94%
96%

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Percentage of Group waste 
diverted from landfill

Working together 
with our supply chain

Improving the 
environment
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Waste reusing materials

Materials management at Paddington Village
• MS Construction reused 1,000 tonnes of excavated material 

and sandstone rock

• Concrete washout waste used for on-site footpaths

• Collaborated with supplier, Heyrods, to reuse excess 
concrete and form cast spacer blocks on site

Re-use of 17,660 tonnes of materials for M27 
• MS Infrastructure is re-using 17,000 tonnes of type 1 sub-

base and 660 tonnes of asphalt planings from IFA2 project 
for its work on the M27 smart motorway

Working together 
with our supply chain

Improving the 
environment
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Committed to our employees, our supply chain, and local 
communities:

• Employees and supply chain with the right skills and 
who understand our values 

• 401 apprentices drawn from local communities
• Long-term relationships with supply chain
• Local suppliers, employment opportunities

Social
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My journey from college student to apprentice

Harmoni joined Morgan Sindall Construction in September 2020 as an 
apprentice quantity surveyor. She describes her journey:

“I was first introduced to Helen Clements [our community investment 
advisor] at a college careers event in 2019, where I talked to her about the 
apprenticeship programmes that Morgan Sindall offer. Helen offered me 
work experience on site to see what the role of a quantity surveyor 
entailed. I was hesitant at first, but she persuaded me and told me how 
good this opportunity was, so I went for it.

Before being introduced to Morgan Sindall, I was interested in accountancy 
and was planning to do this after my business studies course. However, I 
soon realised the similarities between accountancy and quantity surveying. 
There was so much more to the role of a quantity surveyor than I’d 
expected. I didn’t have a construction background, but carrying out work 
experience helped me when applying for the role.

So far, I have enjoyed working closely with a quantity surveyor on a new job 
and seeing the variety of their role. I would highly recommend doing an 
apprenticeship as it helps you to fully understand the role and enables
you to see it in the workplace.”

Harmoni is now studying for a degree in quantity surveying at Anglia Ruskin 
university – fully-funded by Morgan Sindall Construction through the 
apprenticeship levy, together with two other two degree level apprentices.

Developing 
people
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Family-friendly working practices

Work with schools and colleges to raise awareness about 
careers in construction

Our challenge: to improve diversity at all levels across the 
Group and in our succession pipelines

Using HR data and results from employee survey to 
develop divisional and Group plans of action

Diversity and inclusion

24%
of our employees 
are women

14%
of employees are from 
a BAME background

29%
of the Board 
are women

13%
of the GMT and their 
direct reports are women

Returnship programme
• Run by Construction & Infrastructure

• Offered to people after extended career 
break

• 3-month fixed contract

• 16 people offered placements, of which 14 
offered permanent roles, since 2018

• 7 of those offered permanent roles are 
women and 7 are from BAME backgrounds

Enhancing 
communities

Developing 
people
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Diversity and inclusion provide opportunities, gain fresh perspectives

Foundation Programme for young people
• 2-year programme of training and work experience run by Fit Out

• 100% trainees completing course in 2019 joined in permanent roles

• 20 new trainees took part in 2019; next programme scheduled 2021

Future Pathways for students
• MS Infrastructure at Sellafield working with Cumbria Police to fund and 

co-deliver 9-week education programme for key stage 3 students

• Mix of classroom and outdoor activity to raise aspirations and promote 
self-esteem, confidence, resilience, positive behaviours, physical health

• Aims to prevent students becoming ‘NEET’ – not in education, 
employment or training

Contributing to Salford Council’s NEET reduction strategy
• Muse engaged Minstrell Training Academy in 2018 and 2019 to develop 

back-to-work programme on New Bailey project

• Employment for 9 local residents: 3 long-term unemployed and 6 NEET

Enhancing 
communities

Developing 
people
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New, safe ways of working in response to Covid, such as:
• visual 2m control measures
• Covid marshalls
• additional sterilisation and hand sanitation facilities
• Lovell has fewer trades working in a house at the same time

Reduction in total accidents over the period

Existing employee benefits included:
• employee assistance programme
• digital GP service
• access to independent financial education

Since Covid, we’ve engaged with employees on:
• information that may help with financial planning
• mental wellbeing support available to them
• flexible working options
• company performance
• how and when to open sites and offices

Health, safety and wellbeing

Covid-secure welfare facility
• MS Construction installed scaffold structure 

covered in waterproof shrink wrap

• Facility allowed for social distancing

• Employed Whitmore High School canteen 
staff to provide contact-free meals for the 
workforce

Gold award for workplace wellbeing
• Awarded to MS Infrastructure

• Set up wellbeing forum to review best practice 
and identify further improvements

• Forum provides resources and education 
packs for promotions such as Mental Health 
Awareness Week and World Suicide 
Prevention Day

Protecting 
people
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Long-term relationships:
• national supply chain network aligned to our values and regard for quality

• we monitor performance and give feedback

• our procurement agreements give subcontractors access to better pricing 

• Morgan Sindall Supply Chain Family - 20 years old, 373 members

Relationships crucial during Covid, to ensure supply of key products

Founder member and continued supporter of Supply Chain 
Sustainability School (SCSS)

Fair payment practices – working to reduce payment days

Modern slavery pilot – working with peers to understand whether 
there is an issue within the industry’s supply chain

Our supply chain

Together, protecting the environment
• Following an SCSS workshop, MS 

Infrastructure’s supplier, GAP Plant Hire, now 
removes and segregates packaging to 
combat plastic waste

• Lovell worked with JCB to trial Shell GTL fuel, 
a cleaner burning fuel, for use in a 
telehandler. Now  working on an app to 
monitor driver behaviours, including fuel 
use and safety checks

Working together 
with our supply chain

Improving the 
environment
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Improved payment terms to help with cash flow

Resolved outstanding issues 

Ordered goods suppliers had difficulty sourcing

Engaged at board level with major suppliers to assist with 
production planning

Mobilised collaborative procurement forum across Tier 1 
contractors

Our supply chain the last 6 months
Two-way support
• MS Construction reduced payment terms 

by 14 days on Copperas Hill project and 7 
days on Paddington Village, Liverpool

• Paid for materials on 3 projects in Wales

• Built Covid recovery hospital in 
Pembrokeshire to very tight schedule, 
aided by strong relationships: Pritchard 
Demolition mobilised in less than 24 hrs 
from a phone call and worked 24 hrs/day 
for 4 days; Whitehead Building Services, 
providing M&E design and installation, 
were on site within 4 hrs

Working together 
with our supply chain
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Helping people into work
• MS Construction partnering with Marcellus 

Baz boxing charity in Nottingham to support 
disadvantaged young people. One young 
boxer has secured a position with us as 
graduate site manager

• Lovell has donated £15k to The Calico Group, 
providing 2 young people with 
apprenticeships though the ‘Constructing 
the Future’ programme

Regenerating town centres with housing, leisure, work and retail 
facilities

Apprenticeships, training, work experience, employability skills 
for local people

Working with schools, colleges and universities
to encourage careers in construction:
mentoring STEM activities, organising work experience, site visits and 
careers events

Support for local residents
Property Services can advise local authorities where residents may need 
further assistance 

Taking part in local community projects
MS Infrastructure has partnered with local community garden initiatives 
on its Barking riverside extension project:
• contributed disused wooden railway sleepers 
• volunteered in building raised plant beds and family plots for growing 

fruit and vegetables

Community
Enhancing 

communities
Developing 
people
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Community education, employment skills

Funding Cambridge Academy for Science and Technology
• MS Construction contributes funds to teacher training and equipment, and 

provides technical support, work experience, career events

• 11 students given work experience in Feb 2020; virtual work experience for 
an additional student in May

Partnering with Buckinghamshire University Technical College
• MS Construction provides work experience, career fairs and talks, sector-

specific classes, lectures on topics such as practical applications of 
computer aided design and training in employability skills

Virtual mentoring circles
• Support for unemployed lone parents with CVs, job search, interview skills, 

confidence skills

• Held by Property Services on all contracts at times to suit participants

Virtual work experience
• Set up on MS Infrastructure’s M27 project, with Southampton Council

• Employability skills for local people who are ‘NEET’

• All participants now in employment or formal training

Enhancing 
communities

Developing 
people
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Social enterprises provide work and training opportunities for local 
young people and disadvantaged groups

All Together Cumbria CIC - connects local people looking for work 
with businesses that need their skills
With HMP Haverigg and others, building a Collective Impact Consortium to 
address skills shortages in Cumbria and reduce re-offending by providing 
access to specialist training

Property Services runs trainee programmes using the social 
enterprise model
To date, 139 residents have completed the programme, including 94 in 
Basildon and 31 in Westminster. 

Partner with Social Value UK and The Centre of Excellence in Social 
Value

Community social enterprises

Social Value Bank
• aligned to HM Treasury’s Green Book

• calculates economic, environmental and 
social value created from our projects

• working on similar tool for Muse

Used on 45 projects in 2020:
• £0.74 of social value per £1 spent

• 1,409 SMEs used

• 381 apprenticeships

• 133 graduates

• 22 Quest scholars

• 486 jobs advertised locally

• 2,068 hours supporting schools

• 6,590 hours volunteering

• 475 workless job starts

Enhancing 
communities

Developing 
people
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Modern methods of construction

Offsite construction includes pre-cast panels,
timber frames, prefab plant rooms and bathroom pods

Construction has delivered 5 fully modular schools: 
• reduced build programmes
• lower cost
• better quality product
• improved health & safety performance
• reduced waste and carbon emissions due to fewer 

deliveries

All MMC and offsite systems reduce programmes, de-risk 
delivery dates and reduce disruption on live sites

Shorter build programmes
• Hackwood primary school, Derby –

programme reduced from 52 to 37 
weeks, including design, enabling the 
school to open for the start of term

• Cranleigh C of E primary school, 
Brighton – reduced programme from 
65 to 52 weeks through use of timber 
panels
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Modern methods of construction modular, pre-cast

Pre-cast façade panels
• Used by Muse at Three New Bailey, Salford

• Changed design to brick-faced, pre-cast panels 
manufactured off site

• Significant reduction in waste

I-House construction
• Modular offsite construction used by Lovell on East Anglia project

• Creates watertight structure of a 2-storey house

• Reduces waste from standard masonry 

• Reduces deliveries to site and use of forklift, saving fuel

• On Ponders End project, Lovell used pre-cast for columns and 
walls, reducing concrete waste and deliveries
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Decide our responsible business priorities and targets for the next 3-4 years, 
based on findings from our stakeholder engagement survey

Develop clear actions for improving diversity and inclusion, based on 
findings from our employee survey

Determine what net zero means for the Group so that we can make a 
meaningful commitment

Continue to support our supply chain partners and the communities in 
which we operate

Continue to progress modern methods of construction

Actions over the next 12 months
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Aiming for a net zero carbon office building

• Muse is developing a 10-storey, 110k sq ft office building in Salford

• Aims to be net zero in accordance with LETI’s1 Climate Emergency 
Design Guide and achieve UKGBC’s2 operational energy intensity target 
of 55kWh/m2

• Innovative design and construction methods will limit embodied and 
whole life-cycle emissions, from raw materials through construction, 
operation, maintenance, refurbishment and disposal

• Will be one of the most sustainable and energy-efficient commercial 
buildings in the country

• Designed to enhance health, wellbeing and productivity

1 The London Energy Transformation Initiative
2 UK Green Building Council

Improving the 
environment



Thank you

2019 Responsible Business Report
online at morgansindall.com


